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Introduction
This report was motivated by the City of Victoria’s desire to increase the utilisation of accessible
on-street parking spaces in the downtown core. A proposal was floated to replace these
designated accessible stalls with 20-minute general parking while providing 2 hours of free
parking to people with accessible parking permits at all
20-minute meters. The potential to lose access to these
designated spaces that are supposed to be designed to
meet the needs of people with adapted vehicles has the
potential to create additional barriers to inclusion for
some people with disabilities. The intent of this report is
to provide constructive feedback on the design and use
of designated accessible on-street parking managed by
the City of Victoria to increase utilisation through
relatively easy short-term improvements and providing
several recommendations for long term design upgrades.
Our family includes a person with significant motor and
developmental delays necessitating the use of a
wheelchair as a mobility device. We live in rural part of
the Capital Region and our children are the third
generation to inhabit the family homestead. Due to the
rural nature of our neighbourhood, transit accessibility (design of bus stops) is severely limited.
Our ability to participate and be included in the community including accessing municipal,
provincial and federal government offices, medical and other services in the City of Victoria is
contingent on the availability of parking suitable for vehicles specially adapted for the transport
of people with disabilities and their mobility devices.
This review process included informal requests for feedback from people with disabilities and
those that care for or provide services for them, and a physical assessment of the street parking
spaces designated as “accessible” by the City of Victoria. In doing so, four main areas were
identified for improvement of the utilisation of the accessible parking. These are:
•
•
•
•

Identification of accessible spaces
Regulatory signage
Basic design/location of stalls to ensure they are suitable for adapted vehicles
Reliable availability of accessible parking spaces
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Users of Accessible Parking
On February 23, 2018 the Conference Board of Canada released a report which demonstrated
how improved physical accessibility in the community and workplace for people with disabilities
would result in a dramatic increase in labour force participation and consumer spending in
Canada. It contains some compelling findings showing how improved accessibility is an economic
imperative and can be a significant contributing factor to aid in poverty reduction. Highlights of
the report include:
•

•

•

People with physical disabilities make up a large and growing consumer group,
representing 14% of consumer spending in 2017, or $164 billion (over 10% of the GDP).
By 2030, real spending by this group is anticipated to grow at three times the pace of the
overall population, representing 21 % of the total consumer market or $316 billion
annually.
Improvements to workplace and community access would allow over half a million
Canadians with disabilities to work more hours, increasing our GDP by $16.8 billion by
2030.
Almost half (49%) of Canadians with physical disabilities who are currently working
believe they would be able to work more hours if communities and workplaces were
made more accessible.

To utilise designated parking for persons with a disability, an individual must obtain a permit
from their local Disability Resource Centre or the Social Planning and Research Council of BC.
The applicant must meet certain criteria and their application must be signed by a physician
affirming the need for the permit. The criteria are:
•
•
•
•

Have a disability that limits mobility.
Cannot walk one hundred meters (100 meters) without risk to health; or
Use a mobility aid such as a wheelchair, scooter, walker, crutches, or a cane; or
Have another medical condition that affects mobility.

Almost everybody will experience a disability at some point in their life – a broken limb, a
medical condition, or even just aging. For these people, often a standard parking stall is not
suitable. The need for additional space, particularly with the use of any mobility device, plus
location proximal to their destination is essential. Often alternatives are not available – much of
Greater Victoria’s outlying areas do not have accessible bus stops, the HandyDART is
oversubscribed and accessible taxis are few and expensive. The only alternative that often
remains is to stay home.
Accessibility is no longer just a building code issue. Accessibility and inclusion are recognised in
legislation as a human right. In California, a lawsuit was recently filed against the city of Willits
and several city officials claiming that the city failed to provide integrated settings appropriate to
the complainant and other disabled persons to fully participate in city services, programs,
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activities and opportunities including but not limited to: ability to utilize the police station to file
police reports and obtain information and the ability to secure information and documents
available at Willits City Hall because the city did not have 2010 ADA standards compliant parking,
entrances, meeting rooms, service counters, men’s and women’s restrooms, or accessible routes
from the public sidewalks to accessible entrances, in violation of both federal and state legal
requirements”1.
National accessibility and inclusion legislation is scheduled to be introduced in parliament during
the current session. Several provinces including Ontario and Manitoba already have enabled
legislation recognising accessibility and inclusion, including a barrier free environment as a
human right. British Columbia has committed to support Canada’s ratification of the United
Nations Convention on Rights of Persons with Disabilities and is pursuing a similar legislative path
as Ontario and Manitoba as part of the Accessibility 2024/Building a Better BC for People with
Disabilities plan. Working towards a barrier free environment now, particularly as the City of
Victoria is host to most provincial and federal government services will better position the City to
meet the requirements of legislation and avoid accessibility centered human rights complaints.
Recognising that many of the offices within the downtown core are provincial and federal
government offices that serve the region not just the city, it is imperative that accessibility
planning include the availability of regional access. Outside the downtown core, many areas are
still not serviced by bus stops suitable for ramp access, so even though the entire BC Transit fleet
is “accessible,” many bus stops and transfer points remain inaccessible leaving many with no
option to access government services other than using a private vehicle that may be adapted for
their particular transportation needs. This is a key reason why properly designed designated
accessible parking is required in the downtown core.

Excerpt from the City of Victoria’s Accessibility Working Group Consultation Report
City of Victoria Off-Street Parking Regulations
“Victoria’s parking requirements should be based on Victoria’s particular population mix, and
thus, departures from minimum Provincial standards are warranted. Approximately 15,000
disabled parking permits are in use in Victoria at any given time. Disabled Parking Permits are
assigned to individuals, based on documented medical need, and are assigned to the individual,
not the vehicle. They can be used by any one driving the PWD holding the permit, in any vehicle.
Given a population (same geographic area) of 209,000, this equates to about 7% of the
population requiring accessible parking. If compared to number of licensed personal vehicles
instead of total population, this percentage would be even higher than 7%.” 2

1 http://www.record-bee.com New ADA lawsuit names city of Willits officials
2

Accessibility Working Group Consultation Report: City of Victoria Off Street Parking Regulations, December 2017
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“Accessible” Street Parking:
By the numbers:
28
26
24
20
12
3
2
0

Reported number of on-street metered parking spaces that “meet the physical
requirements of specially equipped vehicles” according to City of Victoria website3
Reported number of “accessible parking spaces” identified on the associated map
from the city (Appendix 1)4 – these do not all coincide with map.
Actual number of designated on-street “accessible parking spaces”
Number of 2 hour metered accessible parking spaces in downtown core
Number of “accessible parking spaces” that meet “Basic” criteria (See note)
Number of “accessible parking spaces” that have inconsistent regulations
Number of “accessible parking spaces” closed long term for construction projects
Number of “accessible parking spaces” that meet CSA Standard B651 or another
recognised standard

Note: City of Victoria Parkades
Although not a part of this review, to provide context it is important to note that the City of
Victoria provides a total of 1,856 parking stalls in city operated parkades5. 29 parking stalls in
these parkades are designated by signage for people with accessible parking permits. Only 8
of these stalls meet the minimum design criteria under the BC Building Code for accessible
parking. The remaining 21 stalls typically have a width of 2.4 m or less providing no
improvement of accessibility over a standard parking stall apart from being located near an
elevator or parkade entrance. These spaces are not suitable for an adapted vehicle or people
with mobility devices or impairments who require additional space to enter or leave a vehicle.
The recommended amount of accessible parking in a parkade is 1-3%6, the City of Victoria has
designated 1.5% of spaces for people with accessible parking permits but less than 0.5% of
spaces meet any recognized accessibility design criteria. There is no Van Accessible parking
located in any of the City of Victoria Parkades7. The Ontarians with Disabilities Act (2005)
Integrated Accessibility Standards require a minimum of 1 designated stall that meets Van
Accessible standards, and 4% total parking of the first 100 stalls (2% for 101-or more stalls8) to
be designated and designed to meet accessible parking standards, divided evenly between van
accessible and standard accessible parking. This is consistent with a 2006 Canadian Human
Rights Commission report9. The Scottish Government now requires 5%.10

3

http://www.victoria.ca/EN/main/residents/parking/disabled.html
http://www.victoria.ca/assets/Departments/Engineering~Public~Works/Images/AccessibleParkingSpaces.pdf
5
http://www.victoria.ca/EN/main/residents/parking/parkades.html
6
Canadian Standards Association Standard B651 Accessibility in the Built Environment Section 9.4.1 Table 7
7
British Columbia Building Handbook section 3.8.3.4 (2)
8
Access for Ontarians with Disabilities Act, Integrated Accessibility Standards Sec. 80.36
9
Canadian Human Rights Commission: International Best Practices in Universal Design, A Global Review
10
Scottish Government: Building Standards, Technical Handbook 2017 - Safety
4
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Accessible Street Parking Standards
In determining the level of accessibility of designated on-street-parking, the following standards
were considered:

Recommended Standard: Canadian Standards Association Standard B651
Accessibility for the Built Environment (CAN/CSA B651)
CAN/CSA B651 is a nationally recognised standard for accessibility and has been adopted as part
of the National Building Code of Canada where the Code does not provide an alternative
standard11. The National Building Code is silent on the specific design or quantity of designated
accessible parking so therefore the standards contained in CSA B651 can be accepted to be
those from the Code. CAN/CSA B651 has been the required standard for all federal government
facilities since 2004 and is currently the recognised standard used by the Rick Hansen
Foundation in their Accessibility Audit and Design Review programs. It provides clear guidance
on design criteria for parking including:
•
•
•
•

Design and number of standard accessible parking stalls
Design and number of van accessible parking stalls
Design of accessible loading zones
Design and number of accessible parallel street parking

The City of Victoria is encouraged to review this standard and consider adopting at least the
design standards for all public facility and infrastructure development.
No existing accessible on-street parking meets this standard in the City of Victoria

Alternative Standard: BC Building Code (2012)
The British Columbia Building Code was used for only 1 stall - the newly installed angle parking
space in the 700 block of Yates Street. This new parking space did not meet this minimum
standard for accessibility.
The BC Building Code does not provide a standard for parallel street parking and therefor was
not used to assess the remainder of the designated on-street parking.

11

National Building Code of Canada 2015 Volume 1 Division B 3.8.3.1 Design Standards
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Alternative Standard: Unites States Access Board/
Americans with Disabilities Act
The Access Board is an independent US federal agency that promotes equality for people with
disabilities through leadership in accessible design and the development of accessibility
guidelines and standards. The Board develops and maintains design criteria for the built
environment, provides technical assistance and training on accessible design and enforces
accessibility standards that cover federally funded facilities.
The Access board has developed guidelines for accessible parallel street parking that are
intended to be adopted as part of the Americans with Disabilities Act. These guidelines
include dimensional and identification standards such as in the diagram below.

Source:
https://www.access-board.gov

No existing accessible on-street parking meets this standard in the City of Victoria
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Alternative Standard: Ontario Integrated Accessibility Standards
The Ontario Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation came into force in 2012 as part of
Ontarians with Disabilities Act. These regulations include design standards for accessible parallel
on-street parking that are currently in force and incorporate dimensional and identification
standards such as in the diagram below.

Source: City of Mississauga 2015 Facility Accessibility Design Standards

No existing accessible on-street parking meets this standard in the City of Victoria
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Department of Transport – Various American States
Various American states have on-street parallel parking standards to assist with meeting
compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act. Most include dimensional and identification
standards. The diagrams below are from some of these standards:

Source: http://www.dot.ca.gov: 2010 Revised Standard Plan (ADA On-Street Parking) RSP A90B
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Source: http://www.dot.ca.gov: 2010 Revised Standard Plan (ADA On-Street Parking) RSP A90B

No existing accessible on-street parking meets this standard in the City of Victoria
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“Basic” Standard Developed to Assess City of Victoria On-Street Accessible
Parking
To provide a benchmark for assessing the designated on-street parking in the City of Victoria,
a minimal set of criteria needed to be identified. This basic set of criteria used for reviewing
accessible street parking stalls does not meet any recognised standard (CSA/Building
Code/ADA/etc.). It is a simplistic standard providing only the most rudimentary elements to
provide a slightly elevated level of accessibility over a standard parking stall. The criteria
used are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identified with a sign and/or other markings identifying it for use by persons with a
disability
Provides unencumbered side access to an elevated sidewalk with a curb with no
obstructions for most of the length of the stall
Provided with safe access to sidewalk with a curb ramp at rear end of stall or
immediately behind stall; does not require a person to transit past other vehicles in
traffic lanes to access sidewalk
Located on right side of street to permit side ramp/people transfer from a van
Minimum Length of 7 meters to accommodate vehicle and rear-access ramp
Provide a stable, slip resistant, level surface for accessing and egressing from vehicle.

Parking Assessment Design Standard Summary Table
0
0
0
12
12

Number of stalls meeting CSA B651 standards
Number of stalls that meet US Access Board/ADA Standard
Number of stalls that meet Ontario Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulations
Number of stalls that do not meet “basic” design standard noted above
Number of stalls meeting “basic” design standard noted above
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Street Parking Recommendations:
These short-term recommendations pertain to the overall presentation of accessible parallel onstreet parking in the downtown core area. For recommendations on individual stalls see
Appendix 1. Long term review of location and design of designated on-street parking should
take place as part of infrastructure renewal and upgrade projects.

1. Better identification of Designated Accessible Parking Spaces
Blue Curbs: Many Canadian jurisdictions are adopting the blue curb as an identifier for
accessible parking. This is a standard recognised by our many American visitors as it is used
nationally for identifying parking required in the United States under the Americans with
Disabilities Act. The City of Calgary adopted the blue curb as a trial in May 2014 and
experienced two benefits: accessible parking was easier to locate for those who need it; and
dramatic reduction in misuse of designated accessible on-street parking as indicated by a
74% decrease in parking tickets issued for improper use of a designated accessible on-street
parking stall12. This is a low-cost improvement that can be implemented immediately. See
also Recommendation 4: Improved Availability.
Pavement Markings: CSA Standard B651 and other guidelines recommend both a vertical
sign and pavement markings. Where a designated accessible parking stall is not located
immediately next to an intersection or vehicle driveway that provides a curb ramp, such as at
stall 1235 in the 600 Block of Belleville (#25 in Appendix 1), the access aisle to the curb ramp
should be identified with striped pavement markings to provide a visual indicator and
deterrent from blocking access. See also Recommendation 3, Design

Suggested pavement and curb markings for designated accessible street-parking stalls
12

The Calgary Journal article “Blue Curb in Downtown Calgary Reduces Illegal Parking” April 9, 2015
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2. Update Regulatory Signage
Existing signage was identified by all people who provided feedback as a major deterrent to
using existing accessible on-street parking. Given the higher fines for improper use of accessible
parking spaces, ambiguous regulatory wording on signage made potential users uneasy and
therefore they often either sought alternative parking or paid for parking when it was not
necessary.
•

Confusion on when pay parking is in effect – The current regulatory signage is often
interpreted to mean that Pay Meter Parking is required 24 hours per day. Many people
are unaware of the small print on the top of the meter identifying when pay parking in in
effect. One tourist was irate when he learned he had been plugging the meter
unnecessarily. This “signage” on the top of the meter stating hours that pay-parking is in
effect is also not visible for people who are very short or seated in a wheelchair.

•

Confusion on payment methods available – The current regulatory signage phrasing
“Pay Meter Parking Only” has been misinterpreted to mean payment can only be made
at that stall’s coin-operated meter. There was a misconception that due to the special
regulation of these stalls that the kiosk and Park Victoria App payment options were not
available. In one instance the regulatory sign was also installed covering the stall number
on the post, making it extremely difficult to use alternative payment methods.

Existing Regulatory Signage and Suggested New Signage
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Add Accessible Parking Regulations to existing
Kiosks
Accessible parking is often difficult to locate. When a
suitable, standard on-street parking spot is utilised as
an alternative, a person with a disability may be
required to travel further than they intended
increasing the time required to complete their
intended task. As such the City of Victoria has
recognised the need to provide people with
disabilities some additional time to conduct their
business in the downtown area. This information is
not widely known and should be posted on payment
kiosks to prevent confusion and make the downtown
more inviting for people with disabilities.
Additionally, Kiosks should be designed to be
accessible for a person with disabilities, including a
person in a seated position such as in a wheelchair or
scooter. Guidance on design can be found in the
following standard:
CAN/CSA-B651.2-07 (R2017) - Accessible Design for
Self-Service Interactive Devices.
This Standard specifies requirements for making
electronic (including electro-mechanical) and
mechanical self-service interactive devices accessible
to and usable by people with a range of physical,
sensory, and cognitive disabilities. It has been
developed to fulfill an expressed need for a national
technical Standard covering a broad range of
interactive devices.
Suggested decal to be added to parking
payment kiosks servicing 90 minute and
longer street parking
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3. Modify or Relocate Stalls to Meet “Basic” Design Criteria
Of the 24 street parking stalls designated for use by people accessible parking permits, only 12
met basic design criteria. Many had significant obstacles blocking access to the stall. In some
cases, these issues can be easily remedied by moving a portable obstruction such as a mail box.
In other instances, it is necessary to relocate a stall to another nearby location.
Recommendations on individual stalls is in Appendix 1. Except in the case of two accessible
parking stalls that have been removed entirely – those serving the Ministry of Health on
Blanchard Street (removed as part of the bicycle lane program) and the Canada Revenue Agency
office on Vancouver Street, the cost to relocate the stalls should be minimal. These two
locations, however will require additional infrastructure improvements including installation of
curb ramps or a firm level surface to make them safe and suitable for people with mobility
impairments.
4. Improve availability By Improving ease of Enforcement and increasing deterrent for
misuse.
Availability of accessible parking in the downtown core is unreliable. During the single visit to
review each stall the following was observed:
3
3
2
1
1
1
1
12

Stalls that are on city map, but do not exist
Stalls unavailable - construction zone
Stalls being used as loading zones, no accessible parking permit displayed
(parking enforcement called)
Stall being used as commercial dumpster storage (By-law complaint filed)
Stall blocked by large truck using “small vehicle” stall located immediately behind
accessible parking stall (ticketed for small vehicle stall)
Stall blocked by a vehicle parked in accessible stall without displaying permit
(already ticketed when observed)
Stall with access to parking meter impeded by location of driveway ramp, hydro-pole
guy wire and bicycle locked to wire and meter post.
Total number of stalls unavailable due to improper or use other than for
designated purpose at time of review

When accessible parking is not available, many people with disabilities, particularly those who
have adapted vehicles have few alternatives. With the limited number of suitable accessible
parking spaces both on-street and in parkades in the City of Victoria, it is imperative that they be
available for those who need them.
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Improve Identification to Prevent Misuse
As identified under recommendation 1, better Identification of designated accessible parking
stalls with a blue curb can have a very significant impact on reducing misuse of these stalls. In
addition, when a person does misuse the stall, there can be no dispute as to the clarity of the
markings and special nature of the parking stall. Additionally, the possibility if incorporating a
confirmation in the App and parking kiosks software could be explored to prompt for a person
purchasing parking to confirm they are aware they are paying for a designated accessible stall
prior to purchase to aid in preventing misuse.
Increase Fines to provide an impactful monetary deterrent
In 2017 the city issued over 530 tickets for failing to display an accessible parking permit when
using accessible on-street stalls13. The current penalty levied is a $150 fine that translates into
over $80,000 in ticket revenue to the city annually. This is at the low end for accessibility related
parking fines in Canada. An internet search of major cities parking regulations in Canada showed
a range from $100 in Port Coquitlam, BC to $450 in Toronto and Ottawa ON. Most fines fall
between $200 and $350, and often include immediate tow-away and impound fees. In the
United States fines range as high as over $750 for multiple offenses and can even include a
requirement for community service, such as in Texas and New Jersey.
Sample parking maximum fines for improper parking in an accessible parking stall:
Ottawa, ON ............................................. $450
Toronto, ON ............................................ $450
Sudbury, ON ........................................... $350
Kingston, ON ........................................... $300
Winnipeg, MB ......................................... $300
Calgary, AB .............................................. $300
Edmonton, AB ............ $250 + Impound Fees
Regina, SK ................... $200 + Impound Fees

Charlottetown, PEI ................................. $200
Montreal, QC.......................................... $141
Halifax, NS .............................................. $136
Fredrickton, NB* .................................... $125
Surrey, BC ............................................... $160
Port Coquitlam, BC ................................ $100
Vancouver, BC ........................................ $100

*If charged under provincial regulation includes drivers’ license
demerit points
Recommendation: Increase fine in by-law from $150.00 to a minimum
of $300.00 to increase level of deterrence and assist in maintaining
ticket revenue. Word by-law to make it an offence to block or impede
access (encroach) into an accessible parking stall.
Sample New Jersey Accessible Parking Penalty signage

13

Email from Ismo Husu to David Willows, Feb 01, 2018
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Short Term/Immediate Actions
•
•
•
•

Repair accessibility by removing identified obstructions and/or relocating inaccessible
stalls
Update signage and markings, including painting curbs blue
Update information on City of Victoria and Downtown Victoria Business Association
websites
Consider other means of creating awareness of City of Victoria’s parking for people with
disabilities information.

Medium Term Actions
•

•

•

•

Review key services and parking accessibility to determine need to relocate existing
accessible parking stalls for better use or add additional parking as required. This should
be done in conjunction with organisations such as the City of Victoria Accessibility
Working Group, Victoria Disability Resource Centre and other organisations in the Capital
Region that provide services and supports to persons with disabilities.
Review and update parking by-law with respect to accessible parking including offences
including blocking access aisles or encroaching into a designated accessible parking
space. Consider tow-away provisions for non-compliance to provide better access for
people with disabilities and an increased deterrent for misuse.
Conduct a comparison of the City of Victoria’s parking fines with respect to accessible
parking to other cities across Canada and other appropriate jurisdictions. Consider
including towing and impound fees.
Review length of parking permitted, particularly in context of lack of parking for adapted
vehicles in parkades to ensure it is meeting the needs of users.

Long Term Recommendations
•

Review available standards in conjunction with consultation with subject matter experts such
as the Rick Hansen Foundation to develop a long-term plan to improve accessible parking in
the City of Victoria. At a minimum the following standards should be consulted to determine
the best practices in design and location for all accessible city parking:
i. CAN/CSA Technical Standard B651 Accessibility in the Built Environment
ii. Access for Ontarians with Disabilities Act Integrated Accessibility Standards
Regulations
iii. Americans with Disabilities Act Standards for Accessible Design
iv. American National Standards Institute (ANSI) ICC.A.117.1 Standard for Accessible
and Useable Buildings and Facilities
v. United States Access Board Architectural Barriers Act and Uniform Federal
Accessibility Standards
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•

•
•

•

•

Additional standards that can provide valuable guidance include:
i. British Standards BS8300-1:2018 Design of an Accessible and Inclusive Environment:
External Environment
ii. Scottish Government: Building Standards Technical Handbook
i. Various state and local design guidelines available from Canadian and United States
state and local governments.
Incorporate universal access design into general and passenger loading zones (e.g. CAN/CSA
B651 Section 9.3, Passenger Pick-up Areas).
Recognising that the size of many of the City’s streets and sidewalks do not afford the space
for accessible parking that meets the full design criteria of the CSA B651 standard, review
existing design standards and best practices to determine more appropriate designs that
meets the needs of people with adapted vehicles while not impeding the safety of those with
visual or other impairments. Utilise resources such as the Rick Hansen Foundation
Review the need for “car accessible” vs “van accessible” parking spaces in strategic locations;
explore the possibility of courtesy “limited mobility” spaces as outlined in CAN/CSA B651.
These spaces are in addition to designated accessible parking spaces and would be located
near an entrance, but for people who do not require the use of a side access aisle14.
Budget and incorporate upgrades to accessible street parking as part of other infrastructure
projects to minimize financial impact to the City for improving accessibility.

Example of rear-access van and space requirements. Note sidewalk is flush with street providing
level access to drivers’ side of van, and space is wide enough for a passenger side ramp to be
extended without entering the driving lane.
Source: https://mydisabilitymatters.news

14

CAN/CSA B651 Section 9.5.3: Designated car spaces for limited mobility users
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http://www.royalgazette.com

Example of side-access van and space requirements. An additional 1.5 meters is required
beyond the end of the ramp to permit the wheelchair to fully transition to the ground. Vehicles
can be equipped with passenger or driver side ramps, depending on the users’ needs. In some
cases, hoists are used instead.
Sample ADA Accessible parking with bike lanes

Source: Our Streets Minneapolis https://www.ourstreetsmpls.org
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Sample Street Parking - Scotland
Example of a Scottish design, adapted for North America – for use where sidewalk and lane
space are not available for a pull-out.

Double
Transition
Kerbs

Flush kerb
between
transition kerbs

Tactile warning
surface with
tonal contrast

Pavement marking
– 1000mm
minimum

3700mm
Minimum

7000mm
Minimum
Note: Minimum sidewalk width 3 meters
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Appendix 1:
Individual Parking Stall Review and Recommendations
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Figure 1: Map of Accessible Parking Spaces
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N/A
2599
5958
5151
5041
3746
3725
3620
3706
2629
N/A
2501
2555
3499
3304
3215
1530
3145
1253
1235
1506
3470
N/A











Removed by City

Closed
construction?

Level, stable
surface

Min 7 meters
length

Right side of
Street

Curb Ramp
Behind

N/A
N/A
4238
4460

Unobstructed
side access

Stall #

Pandora
Pandora
Pandora
Government
Johnson
Yates
Langley
Yates (New)*
Vancouver
Vancouver
View
View
View
View
View
Government
Fort
Fort
Fort
Broughton
Gordon
Humboldt
Courtenay
Douglas
Belleville
Belleville
Fort
Unknown

Standardised
Signage

Street

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Meets Basic
Standard

Ref #

Table 1: Summary of Findings
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*New location of stall in 700 Block of Yates Street (Updated March 2018)
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Stall 1: 900 Block Pandora, Serves Our Place Society and Victoria Conservatory
of Music

Slip & Trip Hazard
to be removed

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Meets “basic” design criteria
Likely the best accessible street spall in the city – wide sidewalk with shallow curb
Could be considered to meet standard B651 with addition of appropriate markings
Inconsistent regulation
o 1-hour parking only; free – no meter – due to local services, it is recommended
this provision remain.
o Sign located high (meters are located low)
Victoria Conservatory of Music provides music therapy services for persons with a
disability
Significant Tripping/Slip Hazard – old tree hole should have slippery metal grate removed
and home filled
Install meter and signage per standard accessible parking stalls
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Stall 2: 800 Block Vancouver Street – Removed (BC Ministry of Health Building)

Image Source: maps.google.com

•
•
•

Removed for bike lane construction. Not replaced
Provided access to BC Ministry of Health on Blanshard St.
Recommend locating a space at the west end of Cormorant Street Stall #5427. Due to
street design a curb ramp will be required at rear end of stall.

Curb ramp required here due to distance
to existing curb ramp at intersection

Image Source: maps.google.com

Image of suggested relocation on Cormorant Street
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Stall 3 (#4238): 700 Block Pandora Street – Across from City Hall

•
•
•
•

Serves Victoria City Hall
Does not meet basic design criteria
On south side of street – side ramp equipped vehicles required to discharge into traffic
White painted curb – indicates loading zone

Consider moving to angled parking 2982 on Broad Street – full Van accessibility (Below)

Sufficient width for
van accessibility

Image Source: maps.google.com
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Stall 4 (#4460): South 1600 Block Government Street – Next to McPherson
Playhouse

•
•
•

Does not meet basic design criteria
Side access encumbered by tree
Remnants of yellow painted curb could be confusing

Image Source: maps.google.com
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Stall 5: West 500 Block Johnson – Next to Salvation Army

Image Source: maps.google.com

•
•

•

Meets basic design criteria
Missing stall number on post – unable to pay with kiosk or app.
Being used as loading zone by a vehicle not displaying an accessible parking permit at time of
review.

Stall 6: West 500 Block Yates Street – Removed by City
•
•

Removed, no alternative space provided
Possible alternative space 2022, 1100 Block of Wharf St

Image Source: maps.google.com
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Stall 7 (#2599): North 1200 Block of Langley Street – Back of Federal
Government Building (Old Post Office)

•
•
•
•

Does not meet Basic Design Criteria
Side access blocked by lamp post mid stall
Remnants of yellow paint on curb could be confusing
Add “Small Vehicle” stall in front and move accessible stall north of lamp post.

Image Source: maps.google.com
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Stall 8: West 700 Block of Yates Street – Outside Old Post Office (now Bulk Barn)
This Stall was moved without consultation in March 2018

Image Source: maps.google.com

•
•
•
•
•
•

Overview of designated stall

Does not meet basic design criteria
Inconsistent signage and regulation: 30 min parking, accessible only 0800-1800 Mon-Fri,
General 1-hour parking Saturday 0800-1800; sign located on high post, no meter
Side access blocked by lamp post
No curb ramp immediately close to stall
Relocate 4 stalls east to stall 3905 for access to driveway ramp
Install meter and signage per standard accessible parking stalls

Recommended alternative stall #3905
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NEW Stall 8 (#5950): West 700 Block of Yates Street – Outside NEW Post Office

•
•
•
•
•

Does not meet design criteria (BC Building Code for Angle Parking)
Unsafe for rear access vehicles with ramps or hoists – must load/discharge in traffic on
busy street
Unable to be used by driver-side access vehicles without positioning vehicle outside of
stall and blocking curb ramp – stall does not meet building code width requirements
Parking meter access is obstructed by curb ramp and lamp post
Curb ramp is part of commercial loading zone during business hours and general parking
at other times. It is very likely to be blocked and should be marked in accordance with
the BC Building Access Handbook.

•
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Stall 9 (#5151): South 1400 Block of Vancouver St – Removed
Served Canada Revenue Agency Office

Image Source: maps.google.com

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Removed (Confirmed on Google Earth)
Provided required accessible parking for Canada Revenue Agency offices
Requires replacement for accessibility to federal government office
Requires concrete pad next to stall and path to sidewalk across boulevard
Poor Alternative: Stall 5281 on Pandora Street – Side ramp discharge to street
Poor Alternative: Stall 5050 on Johnson Street – side encumbered by tree
Alternative could be included on south side of 900 block Johnson Street (currently under
construction). Would require protected curb ramp.

Alternate location: East end of 900 Block Johnson Street
Image Source: maps.google.com
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Stall 10 (#5041): South 1300 Block of Vancouver Street

•
•
•

Meets basic design criteria
Safer access would be available if curb ramp was incorporated into corner of stall on yellow line
Closed (meter hooded) for construction project at time of review
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Stall 11 (#3746): Mid 900 Block of View Street – Serves Action Committee of
People with Disabilities (ACPD)

•
•
•
•

Meets basic design criteria
Being used as commercial garbage dumpster storage at time of review (Reported for bylaw enforcement)
Slip and trip hazard – old tree grate next to parking meter – should be removed
Serves Action Committee for Persons with Disabilities office

•

The following week the same company was again using the stall for dumpster parking
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Stall 12 (#3725): East 800 Block View Street

•
•
•

Stall does not meet basic design criteria
Uneven sidewalk – previously a driveway access
6m length. Extend to 7m with blue curb paint AHEAD (reduce yellow zone)
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Stall 13 (#3620): West 800 Block View Street – Serves Capitol 6 Theatre and
Blanshard Street Businesses

•

Meets standard design criteria

Stall 14 (#3706): West 700 Block View Street – Serves Downtown Business
District

•
•

Meets basic design criteria
Rear ramp and curb ramp access blocked by delivery vehicle at time of review
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Stall 15 (#2629): West 600 Block of View Street – Serves Bay Centre, Trounce
Alley, Bastion Square and Federal Government Building.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Does not meet basic design criteria
Less than 7 m long
Curb ramp in front of stall requires access through traffic lane
Blocked by large truck parked in small vehicle stall immediately behind at time of review
Ticket on truck was for “Small Vehicle” stall misuse, should have been blocking accessible
parking stall.
Move to angle stall 2616 on Broad Street
o 2616 has sufficient width to permit a Van Accessible stall
o 2616 has minimal mobility barriers
o Spreads accessible stalls more evenly in downtown

Level access across entire width

Stall 2616, Broad Street
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Stall 16 (# N/A): 1200 Government Street – Serves main door of Federal
Government Building.

•
•
•
•

•
•

Does not meet basic design criteria
Wrong side of street – ramp access into traffic lane
Side access blocked by construction at time of review
Inconsistent regulation
o 1-hour parking only; free – no meter
o Sign located high (meters are located low)
o Accessibility permit only required 8:00am to 6:00pm Monday to Saturday
Consider moving to East side of Government, immediately west of View, in a position
not blocked by the tree in the planter. Provides safe side ramp access
Add meter and provide consistent parking regulation

Suggested location on opposite side of 1200 block Government Street
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Stall 17 (# 2501): West foot of Fort Street (Fort St. and Wharf St.) Serves
waterfront and tourist districts.

•
•
•

Does not meet basic design criteria
Located on sloped road/sidewalk, unsuitable for people in wheelchairs.
Re-locate to stall 2156, 1000 block Wharf St at Broughton
o New stall provides level access with wide sidewalk for safe transfer
o Space behind stall for rear access protected by fire hydrant zone

Proposed alternate location at Wharf St. and Broughton St.
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Stall 18 (# 2555): Mid 600 Block Fort St – Serves Bay Centre, restaurants, medical
offices, tourist district.

•
•
•
•

Meets basic design criteria
Inconsistent Signage
Stall number blocked by sign, preventing use of Park Victoria App or parking Kiosk
Re-mark post with stall number so it is visible
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Stall 19 (# 3499): West 1000 Block of Fort St. – Serves professional and medical
offices, Power to Be Foundation

•
•
•
•
•

Does not meet basic design criteria
Side access blocked by planter and 2 mail boxes
Curb painted light grey/white – could be confusion
Has benches next to stall – benefit for those with mobility issues who may have to wait.
Re-locate planter and mail boxes to provide clear side access
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Stall 20 (# 3304): West 700 Block of Broughton – Closed Long Term
(Construction) – Serves Library Main Branch, Professional Offices and Services

•
•

Closed long term for construction
Meets basic design criteria

Stall 21 (# 3215): 900 Block of Gordon Street – Serves tourist District

•

Meets basic design criteria
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Stall 22 (# 1530): 600 Block Humboldt St. – Serves Union Club, Empress Hotel &
Tourist District

•

Meets basic design criteria
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Stall 23 (# 3145): West 800 Block Courtenay – Serves BC Courthouse, Corrections
& Probation offices

•
•
•
•
•

Does not meet basic design criteria
Side access impeded by hydro pole and guy wire
Access to meter impeded by hydro pole wire and curb ramp for driveway ahead of stall
At time of inspection meter was blocked by bicycle locked to guy wire
Relocate 1 stall east to stall 3146 to provide unobstructed side and meter access

Stall 3146

Blocked access to meter
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Stall 24 (# 1253): 700 Block Douglas – Next to old Bus Depot.

•
•
•
•
•

Does not meet basic design criteria
Side access completely blocked by 2 mailboxes and lamp post
White curb indicates loading zone - could be confusing
Relocate mail boxes away from stall
Paint blue line 1 meter into yellow to extend parking area to clear lamp post.
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Stall 25 (# 1253): 700 Block Douglas – In front of Royal BC Museum

•
•
•
•

Meets basic design criteria
Serves Provincial Legislature and Royal BC Museum
Curb ramp blocked by vehicle at time of initial review
Paint striped access aisle in front of curb ramp to prevent blocking
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Stall 26 (#1506): 400 Block Belleville St – Next to Coho Terminal
(Closed for Construction)

•
•
•
•
•

Does not meet basic design criteria
Closed long term for street construction project
Dangerously uneven surface – sidewalk and curb
Narrow sidewalk – utility box creates slip/trip hazard
Consider moving to stall (# unknown – post hooded for construction) immediately east of
Hotel Grand Pacific driveway exit.

Possible alternative stall
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Stall 27 (#3470): 800 Block of Fort Street – Victoria Disability Resource Centre

•
•
•

Meets basic design criteria
Not on Accessible Parking Map – Add
Serves Victoria Disability Resource Centre
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For Nicholas
Hoping to make your world a little easier to get around
Love
Daddy
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